What sets us apart at TaylorCraft Cabinet Door Company?

Since 1971 our founders have built and maintained a solid reputation in the cabinet industry for quality products and dependable value. We know the cabinet industry well and understand the importance of partnering with reliable suppliers to build a strong customer base and an excellent referral network.

TaylorCraft is 100% committed to providing Quality of Product, Quality of Service and Quality of Delivery. As you look through our door catalog you will find ways we honor this commitment and set ourselves apart from other suppliers. To learn more about our dedication and commitment to customer satisfaction, give us a call. We guarantee product quality and order accuracy. See our Specification Guide for guarantee details. We look forward to partnering with you on your next cabinet job.

Welcome to TaylorCraft Cabinet Door Company
Catalog and Ordering Information

We created our catalog to give you an idea of our selection and to provide design ideas showing how various profiles look when paired together. The styles and materials shown are just a fraction of the design possibilities. Our doors can be customized using a wide variety of standard inside edge, outside edge, applied molding and panel profiles and we can custom match door styles to your specifications. TaylorCraft also offers doors in any readily available wood species from Anigre to Zebra Wood.

Call us or visit taylorcraftdoor.com for a complete list of profile options and more information on our custom capabilities.

We sell our doors in the white, without finish. Doors in our catalog are shown with a clear finish except Mahogany, some of which are shown with a light stain. For detailed ordering instructions, size guidelines, pricing and profiles please request a pricing guide (available to the woodworking trade).
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Serving the Finest Wood-Craftsmen™
Cope and Stick Raised Panel - 2-3/8" Stile & Rail

C101
White Oak, Select
OE4, IE4, RP3

C101
Cherry, Select
OE9, IE3, RP11

C101
Alder, Knotty
OE3, IE1, RP1

C102
Walnut, Select
OE9, IE3, RP11

C103
European Beech, Select
OE8, IE1, RP12

C14L
Alder, Select
OE2, IE1, RP11

For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
At TaylorCraft Cabinet Door Company we invest in skilled woodcraftsmen and dedicated staff, and we regularly update our facility with state-of-the-art machinery and customized equipment. Our lumber supplier is on site allowing immediate feedback on material quality. Material is run at a minimum feed rate on our molders for quality rather than speed and raised panel doors go through a 10 stage surfacing and sanding process. All doors and drawer fronts are meticulously hand inspected and must pass 11 quality control points before they are approved for delivery.
Cope and Stick Raised Panel - 2-3/8” Stile & Rail

C101 Hickory, Knotty
OE12, IE1, RP9

C101 Red Oak, Select
OE7, IE3, RP15

C101 Alder, Knotty
OE6, IE1, RP5

C101 European Beech, Select
OE20, IE1, RP9

C101 Walnut, Select
OE21, IE3, RP20

C212 Hard Maple, Select
OE1, IE3, RP9

For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
Cope and Stick Raised Panel - Wide Stile & Rail

Slab DF OE13

5pc DF Standard Rails

5pc DF Standard Rails

C101
Hard Maple, Select
OE13, IE4, FP 1/4”

C102
Cherry, Select
OE3, IE4, FP 3/8”

C103
Mahogany, African
OE6, IE3, FP 1/4”

C101
Red Oak, Select
OE2, IE1, FP 1/4”

C201
Alder, Select
OE5, IE2, FP 3/8”

C203
European Beech, Select
OE5, IE2, FP 3/8”

For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
Cope and Stick Wide Stile & Rail

5pc DF Standard Rails

C101 Wide
Hard Maple, Select
OE5, IE5, FP 3/8”

5pc DF Reduced Rails

C101 Wide
Walnut, Select
OE4, IE3, FP 1/4”

5pc DF Wide Rails

C101 Wide
Alder, Select
OE5, IE2, FP 3/8”

Slab DF OE4

C101 Wide
Cherry, Select
OE5, IE5, FP 3/8” VG

5pc DF 2-3/8” Rails

C101 Wide
White Oak, Rift
OE5, IE2, FP 3/8”

Slab DF OE15

C101 Wide
Cherry, Select
OE15, IE7, FP 3/8”

For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
Cope and Stick Wide Stile & Rail

Shown in this photo: C101 - OE5, IE5, FP1/4"
For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
Quality of Service

Our entire team is dedicated and trained to ensure order accuracy and quick response times as well as provide tailored solutions to meet your business needs. We maintain one of the fastest, most consistent lead times in the industry on all standard profiles and materials, whether you order 1 door or 1000. And we offer a quick turn around on custom profiles and specialty products.
For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
Mitered Raised Panel Wide Stile & Rail

- Slab DF OE5
- 5-pc DF M22-D
- 5pc DF OE5
- M101 Cherry, Select
  MW7, RP11
- M101 Alder, Select
  MW22, RP21
- M101 Walnut, Select
  MW7, RP1
- 5pc DF MW8-D
- 5pc DF MW9-D
- 5pc DF MW10-D
- M101 Red Oak, Select
  MW8, RP6
- M101 European Beech, Select
  MW9, RP3
- M101 Cherry, Select
  MW10, RP14

For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
Mitered Flat Panel Wide S&R

M101
White Oak, Select
MW2, FP 3/8”

M101
Mahogany, African (stained)
MW4, FP 3/8”

M101
Walnut, Select
MW5, FP 3/8”

M101
Red Oak, Select
MW6, FP 3/8”

M101
Beech, Select
MW9, FP 1/4”

M101
Alder, Select
MW15, FP 3/8”

For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
Shown in this photo: M101 - M3-R, RP1 and M101 - M8, RP1

5pc DF M3-D-R

Slab DF OE9

5pc DF MW7-D-R

M101
Hard Maple, Select
M3-R, FP 3/8”

M101
Alder, Select
MW5-R, RP1

M101
Cherry, Select
MW7-R, RP9

For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
Shown in this photo: CF101 - MW8, FP3/8"
We understand the importance of reliable shipments and thoughtfully-designed packaging to protect the integrity of product being shipped. Our packaging ensures doors do not contact each other face to face and are well protected in transit. We package doors by job and our shipments are easy to offload, store and unwrap. Our package design minimizes packing waste and time spent unwrapping, and a majority of our package materials are post-consumer recycled products. We partner with dependable carriers and ship nationally and internationally.

**Quality of Delivery**

**Glass/Mullion Doors**

- 4 Lites: C101 Glass
  - Hard Maple, Select
  - OE8, IE1

- 6 Lites: M101 Glass
  - Alder, Select
  - M8, IE2

- Radius Top Mullion Door: Walnut, Select
  - OE5, IE1

*Shown in this photo: M101 - M4, RPI.*
1” Thick Doors/DF’s

5pc DF Reduced Rails

Slab DF OE9

Slab DF OE2

C101
1” Thick - Alder, Select
OE2, IE52, RP51

C101
1” Thick - Hard Maple, Select
OE9, IE51, RP55

C101
1” Thick - White Oak, Select
OE2, IE52, RP56

Modern Veneer

Veneer DF Vertical Grain

Veneer DF Vertical Grain

Veneer 3mm DF Horizontal Grain

Veneer 1.5mm Edgeband

Veneer 3mm Edgeband

Qtr Sawn Wenge Echowood
Radius Veneer 2mm Edgeband

Hickory
Veneer 1.5mm Edgeband

Beech
Veneer 3mm Edgeband

For additional cabinet door designs visit taylorcraftdoor.com
TaylorCraft makes custom convex and concave radius doors, drawer fronts, face frames, drawer box fronts, and mullion doors all in house.

Louver Doors

True louver and faux louver doors
True louver shown in African Mahogany.

Peg Doors

C101
Cherry, Select with Walnut Pegs
OE5, IE5, FP 3/8”

Specialty Materials

C101 Wide
Walnut, Select Frame, Kirei Panel
OE5, IE5, FP 3/8”
Shown in this photo: 1.5mm Edgebanded Veneer in Alder